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“Sharing 25” task. From Writing in Math Class, pp. 76-78. Copyright 1995 by Math Solutions Publications. Marilyn Burns Education Associates, 130 Gate 5 Road, Suite 101, Sausalito, CA 94963; student work reprinted with permission from the Balanced Assessment Project, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720.


“Creatures” task. From “Crazy Mixed-Up Animals” excerpted from Posing Open-Ended Questions in the Primary Classroom by Christina Wyren. Published in 1995 by Teaching Resource Center, P.O. Box 1509, 14023 Catalina Street, San Leandro, CA 94577. Tel. 800-833-3389.

“The Great Fish Dilemma” task. From Learning How to Show Your Best, Marge Petit and Beth Hubert. Published in 1993 by Exemplars: A Teachers Solution, RR 1 Box 7390, Underhill, VT 05489.


“Erosion” task. From FOSS Landforms Module, Activity 3, “Go with the Flow,” 1992: The Regents of the University of California. Developed by the Lawrence Hall of Science, University of California at Berkeley, CA 94720-5200. Published and distributed by Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation, 310 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60604.

“Yeast Growth” and “Smiles” research format and student work. From The Student Researcher. Reprinted with permission from the National Student Research Center, Dr. John L. Swang, Mandeville Middle School, 2525 Soult Street, Mandeville, LA 70448. Tel. 504-626-5980 or nsrccms@aol.com.

“Bike Helmet Ordinance” newspaper article titled “Westpark students petition City Council.” Reprinted with permission from The Journal, 3412 Marquita Drive, Fort Worth, TX 76116.

“Young Authors’ Conference” newspaper article titled “2000 hear authors, stories of event students organized” by Bob Mahlburg. Reprinted courtesy of the Fort Worth Star-Telegram.
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NEW STANDARDS PRODUCTS AND SERVICES: WHERE TO FIND WHAT YOU NEED

These performance standards serve at the basis of design specifications for the New Standards reference examinations and portfolios, which in turn provide information about performance to students, teachers, and parents.

But the performance standards cannot by themselves provide all of the information students and teachers will need in order to improve student performance in the core subjects.

Therefore, we include here some of the common requests we encounter from people who have begun to use the performance standards, along with information about the New Standards resources available to answer those requests.

- Where can I find samples of student work that do not yet meet the standards? What about rubrics and scoring guides?

New Standards Released Tasks contain sample tasks, scoring rubrics, and samples of student work at all of the score points given in the rubrics. Released Tasks can be ordered from Harcourt Brace Educational Measurement (Tel. 800-228-0752).

- Clearly, many parts of the performance standards can only be assessed through some kind of portfolio system. Does New Standards offer portfolios?

Yes—the New Standards portfolios in Mathematics, Science, English Language Arts, and Applied Learning are constructed to link directly to the performance standards. Portfolios are available individually, in classroom sets, and in sampler packets. Portfolios can be ordered directly from New Standards (Tel. 888-361-6233).

- Our school district is using the performance standards to improve teaching and learning. We want standardized tests that can tell us how our students are doing based on the standards. What does New Standards offer?

The New Standards reference examinations are available in English Language Arts and Mathematics for grades 4, 8, and 10. The examinations are designed using the performance standards as their foundation. Score reports for the reference examinations tell teachers and students about the quality of student work by referring to the performance standards. To order reference examinations, call Harcourt Brace Educational Measurement (Tel. 800-228-0752).

- In order to move to a standards-based district, we need professional development and consulting for teachers and central office staff. Can New Standards help us with this?

New Standards consultants can provide on-site services in several areas, including professional development, public engagement, strategic planning, standards linking, and technical issues involved with performance assessment. To discuss services needed by your school or district, call the Office of State and Local Relations, located at the National Center on Education and the Economy (Tel. 202-783-3668).